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            M4 road proposal

        

        

    
    
        In 2019, plans to build a new motorway through the Gwent Levels were scrapped after significant campaigning. Here you will find the evidence which led to the First Ministers decision.
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            Bird Flu: Growing concern over impact on important sea bird colonies

        

        

    
    
        We have been saddened to see recent reports of the impact of and worrying increase in cases of highly parthenogenic avian influenza (HPAI or “bird flu”) throughout seabird colonies around the…
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            Bird Flu tragedy continues to seriously impact our Seabirds across the UK and Wales

        

        

    
    
        Tim Birch, Senior Advocacy and Policy Manager for Wildlife Trusts Wales, talks about the devastating effects bird flu has had on internationally important seabird colonies in Wales this year and…
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        Megan is fascinated by the wide variety of British wildlife, particularly discovering what lives in the garden. She loves putting out the moth trap overnight and finding the moths in the morning.…
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            Roads Review: A Decision for our Future Generations

        

        

    
    
        Welsh Government acts to scrap key road schemes in favour of nature and climate, a momentous decision for our future generations that has been praised by Wildlife Trusts Wales
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            Our Vision and Mission

        

        

    
    
        We are working towards securing a wilder future for nature and wildlife in Wales. 
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            Further oil and gas licensing will do nothing to address the cost of living crisis

        

        

    
    
        Our actions this decade will determine the extent to which we experience a collapse in global biodiversity and runaway climate change. Neither the current UK Government, nor opposing political…
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        Our woodlands are a key tool in the box when addressing climate change for their carbon storage potential, but are less well known for their potential to limit flooding events, with wet woodlands…
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            Raft spider

        

        

    
    
        The chocolate-brown raft spider inhabits bogs and ponds. It can be spotted sitting near the water, its legs touching the surface. When it feels the vibrations of potential prey, it rushes out to…
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            Outstanding ocean sediments

        

        

    
    
        Oceans absorb 20-35% of human-made CO2 emissions every year. Carbon is incorporated into the tissues of plants and animals, and later into mud and sediment. Human activities release this carbon and also impact populations of marine animals. Introducing Marine Spatial Planning would integrate all activities to avoid unintentional harms and maximise benefits.
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            My turning point

        

        

    
    
        Volunteering on a nature reserve turned Adam’s life around after a difficult time in life. As Assistant Reserve Officer, wildlife is both his stress relief and his career.
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            Welsh Government needs to stand firm on cleaning up rivers in Wales as UK Government allows more river pollution

        

        

    
    
        As the UK Government announces its controversial plans to weaken the rules that prevent pollution of some of England’s most important wildlife sites, Tim Birch explores the impact this could have…
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